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COMMUTING ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
BY

CARL C. COWEN1

Abstract. Let / and g (not conformal automorphisms of the unit disk) be analytic

mappings of the unit disk into itself. We say / and g commute if / ° g — g ° /■ This

paper characterizes those functions g that commute with a given function /. Several

corollaries of this characterization give qualitative information about g given similar

information about /, and examples are given in each case to show the limitations of

the conclusions. Some of the qualitative properties considered are univalence, fixed

point sets, and whether two such g must commute with each other.

1. Introduction. Let / and g be nonconstant analytic functions mapping the unit

disk D into itself. We say / and g commute if f ° g = g ° f. This paper investigates

the relationship between commuting analytic functions. (To avoid trivialities, we

assume neither/nor g is a conformal automorphism of TX)

Obviously, if f — h ° h and g — h°h°h for some function h, then / and g

commute. The functions/, = /° /„_, defined inductively for the natural numbers

(where /, = /) will be called the natural iterates of f. We will formulate (§2) a

generalization of the natural iterates of /, the pseudo-iteration semigroup of /, and

prove a theorem which, together with results of §2, characterizes commuting

functions:

Theorem 3.1. Let f and g be nonconstant analytic functions mapping the unit disk

into itself (not conformal automorphisms of D). If f ° g — g°f, then f and g are in the

pseudo-iteration semigroup of the same function.

It is seldom possible to find explicitly the pseudo-iteration semigroup of a

function, but this theorem is strong enough to deduce qualitative properties of

functions commuting with a function from similar qualitative information about the

function. §4 is devoted to exploring these relationships, including giving several

examples that limit the scope of the consequences. The questions investigated

include whether / univalent implies all functions commuting with / are, whether all

functions commuting with / have the same fixed point set, and whether two

functions commuting with/must commute with each other.
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The problem of characterizing functions commuting with a given function has

been studied by several authors in various contexts. Julia [11], Fatou [7], Ritt [13, 14,

15] and Jacobsthal [10] have studied the problem for rational functions. Baker

studied the problem for entire functions [1] and for functions of the form/(z) = z

+ • • • [2]. Hadamard [9] reports on work on functions of the form/(z) = cz + • • •.

Because their special assumptions were different from ours (f(D) C D), the results

of their work suggest questions for study but, in most cases, are not directly

applicable. Indeed, these authors might have considered some of these results

surprising. Hadamard wrote [9, p. 73], "We also see Luntz was right in supposing

that two functions reversible to the same third one are reversible to each other," but

Example 4.4 shows that for analytic functions mapping the disk into itself, this need

not be true.

The works that study this problem specifically for the disk are those of Pranger

[12], Shields [16], and Behan [3], Pranger considers commutation with functions

mapping D into D that have a fixed point in D and are locally univalent. Theorem

3.1, for this case, is the same as Pranger's Theorem 1 [12, p. 202] and the proofs are

the same. Pranger also characterizes [12, Theorem 3, p. 202] the semigroups that can

arise as semigroups of functions commuting with a function of the given form.

As is always the case in investigating questions of this type, the nature of the fixed

points of / is important. We will say a point b in D is a fixed point of f if

limr^,- f(rb) = b. If b is a fixed point off, limr_,- f'(rb) exists, and we writef'(b)

for this limit. (lf\b\<\, the Schwarz lemma implies |/'(b)|< 1, andif|2>|= \,f'(b)

must be real and positive (or infinite).) A theorem of Denjoy and Wolff guarantees

the existence of a distinguished fixed point:

Theorem D-W [6, 18]. If f is an analytic mapping of D into D, not a conformal

automorphism of D, there is a unique fixed point a in D of f such that |/'(a)|=* 1.

The distinguished fixed point a mentioned in the theorem above will be called the

Denjoy-Wolff point of f. Shields [16] (for functions continuous on the closed disk)

and Behan [3] (generally) showed that iff and g commute then the Denjoy-Wolff

points of / and g are the same. This fact is the beginning of our work.

I would like to thank the referee and Larry Brown for several helpful suggestions.

2. The pseudo-iteration semigroup. Before defining the pseudo-iteration semigroup

of a function, we note some necessary background. Throughout this section we

suppose / is a nonconstant analytic mapping of D into itself, not an automorphism

of 77, with Denjoy-Wolff point a.

Definition [4, p. 76]. If /maps a domain A into itself, we say V is a fundamental

set for F on A if V is an open, connected, simply connected subset of A such that

F(V) C V and for every compact set K in A, there is a positive integer n such that

Fn(K) C V.
A fundamental set is large enough to understand the iterates of F on all of A; this

concept provides the uniqueness in the following structure theorem which is crucial

to the later results.
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Theorem A [4, Theorem 3.2, p. 78]. Supposef, as above, hasf'(a) ¥= 0. Then there

is a fundamental set V for f on D, a domain Q, either the complex plane or the unit

disk, a linear fractional transformation $ mapping £2 onto fl and an analytic mapping a

of D into 8 such that f and a are univalent on V, o(V) is a fundamental set for $ on Q

and $ ° a = a ° f. Moreover, £2 is unique and $ and a are essentially unique: if <3>, a,

V also satisfy the above, there is a linear fractional transformation tp mapping fi onto £2

so that $ = <p o $ o m"1 and a = <p ° a.

In case f'(a) = 0 we may assume, without loss of generality, that a = 0.

Theorem B [17, pp. 124-127] (cf. [5]). Suppose f(z) = azk + ■ ■ ■, where a =£ 0

and k > 2, is as above. There is a function a analytic and univalent in a neighborhood

of 0 such that a(f(z)) = [a(z)]*. Moreover, if 5 is another such function, 6 = Aa,

where Xk~x = 1.

We are now ready to define "pseudo-iteration semigroup". The defintion is in two

cases:/'(a) = 0 and f'(a) =£ 0.

Case 1: f'(a) = 0. Without loss of generality,/(z) = azk + ■ ■ ■ where a ¥= 0 and

k>2. Let a be as in Theorem B. We say g, an analytic mapping of 77 into 77, is in

the pseudo-iteration semigroup of f if there is a positive integer m and a number A

with A*~' = 1 such that a(g(z)) — X[a(z)]m in some neighborhood of 0.

Case 2: f'(a) ¥= 0. Let Q,,V,a and $ be as in Theorem A. We say g, an analytic

mapping of D into 77, is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup of f if there is a linear

fractional transformation \p that commutes with $ such that a(g(z)) = \p(o(z)).

It is easy to verify from the uniqueness statements of Theorems A and B that the

pseudo-iteration semigroup does not depend on the choice of a. The pseudo-itera-

tion semigroup is a semigroup under composition: if g and h axe in the pseudo-itera-

tion semigroup of /, so is g ° h. Moreover, the pseudo-iteration semigroup of /

contains all the natural iterates of /: a ° /„ = ok" in Case 1 and a ° /„ = $„ ° a in

Case 2.

In Case 1, since a is univalent in some neighborhood of 0 and g(0) = 0, there is a

small disk with center zero on which g(z) = a"'(A[a(z)]"'), where a"1 denotes the

inverse of the restriction of a. The local character of the definition in Case 1 is

unavoidable because, first, there may be no solutions of Boucher's functional

equation o ° f = ok analytic on D and, second, the solutions of Bottcher's equation

analytic on large subdisks of D may not be univalent near zero [5].

In Case 2, every g in the pseudo-iteration semigroup of/is a branch of a"1 ° \p ° a

but it is less convenient, in the definition, to focus on the difficulty with branches

since a is defined on all of 77. Since 0(a(F)) C o(V), we have/(z) = a"'(0(a(z))),

where a"1 denotes the inverse of the restriction of a to V. The major technical

difficulty in this study is the necessity of dealing with the branch of a"1 mapping

o(V) into V. The following propositions begin to explain the relation between

pseudo-iteration semigroups and commutation.

Proposition 2.1. If f is as above and g is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup of f,

then there is an integer n such that fn ° g and f commute.
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Proof. Let a be the Denjoy-Wolff point off.

Case 1: f'(a) = 0. Without loss of generality,/(z) = azk + • • •, where a ^ 0 and

k>2. Let a be as in Theorem B. From the preceding paragraphs, we have that on

some disk with center zero f(z) — o~\[o(z)]k) and g(z) = a'\\[a(z)]m), where

\*~' = 1 and m is a positive integer. Now, for z near zero,

f(g(z)) = o-<([o{o^(X[o(z)y'))Y)

= a-«(tf[a(*)]*-) = a-'(X[a(r)]*")

= o->(\[o(o-i[o(z)]k))]m)=g(f(z)).

So / and g commute in a neighborhood of zero, hence on D, so we may take n = 0 in

the conclusion.

Case 2: f'(a) ^ 0. Let $, a, V and £2 be as in Theorem A. Let K = {z: \z |« 1/2}.

Since V is a fundamental set for /, there is an integer n large enough that

fn+\(g(Ky) C V and /„(g( f(K))) C V. Since g is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup

off, a°g = \p°a, where \j/ is a linear fractional transformation commuting with 4>,

so

o(f„(g(f(z)))) = *,(*(*(a(z)))) = *„+1(*(a(z))) = a(/„+,(g(z))).

Now a is univalent on F, so for z in 7i, this means fn(g(f(z)y) = fn+\(g(z)). Since 7(T

has nonempty interior, this holds for all z in 77 and/commutes with/, ° g.    □

In general, the conclusion of Proposition 2.1 cannot be strengthened to read "/

commutes with g", although the proof for the case f'(a) = 0 gives this conclusion.

For example, if f(z) = ^(1 + z2) and g(z) = - j(l + z2), then / ° g ¥= g ° f, but

since f(z) = f(-z), it follows [4] that a(z) = a(-z) so that a ° f= a ° g, which

means g is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup of /. However, it is a comparatively

easy matter to decide which functions in the pseudo-iteration semigroup of/actually

commute with /. The intuitive idea that the functions in the pseudo-iteration

semigroup that commute with/are those that move the disk in the same direction as

/ is made precise in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2. Let f be as above with Denjoy-Wolff point a with f'(a)¥=0 and

suppose a and V are as in Theorem A. Let g be in the pseudo-iteration semigroup off.

Then f°g = g°fif and only if there is an open set U in D such that g(U) and

g(f(U)) are contained in V.

Proof. (=>) Let K = (z: |z|=£ 1/2). Since Fis fundamental, there is an integer n

so that g(fn(K)) = f„(g(K)) C V. Let U be the interior of f„(K) (nonempty since K

interior is nonempty) so that g(U) C V. Since f(V) C V we also have g(f(U)) =

f(g(U)) C V.
(«=) Since/(F) C Vand g(U) C Fwe have f(g(U)) C Fas well as g(/([/)) C V.

Since g is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup off, we have

o(f(g(z))) = *(*(a(z))) = *(*(o(z))) = o(g(f(z))).

Since a is one-to-one on Vand f(g(z)) and g(f(z)) are in V whenever z in in U, this

shows g° f — f ° g on U which implies g° f — f ° g-    □
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3. The main theorem. The converse of Proposition 2.1 is almost true. We will see

in §4 that the following is best possible.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose f and g, not automorphisms of D, are nonconstant analytic

mappings of D into D that commute, and suppose the Denjoy-Wolff point of f is a. If

\f'(a) |< 1 then g is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup off. Iff'(a) = 1, then both f and

g are in the pseudo-iteration semigroup of f ° g.

Proof. Case 1: f'(a) — 0. Without loss of generality, f(z) — azk + ■ ■ ■ where

a i^ 0 and k > 2. Consideration of the power series for the commuting functions /

and g shows that g(0) = 0 also. Let a be as in Theorem B. For z in a neighborhood

of 0, since/(0) = g(0) = 0, we see that a ° g ° /is defined and

a(g(f(z))) = o(f(g(z))) =[a(g(z))]k.

That is, a ° g also satisfies Boucher's functional equation. The power series compu-

tation in part III of the proof of Theorem 1 of [5] shows that a ° g — Xam, where m

is a positive integer and A*~' = 1, which means g is in the pseudo-iteration

semigroup of/.

Case 2: f'(a)¥=0. Let h — f ° g. Behan [3, p. 116] shows that since f,g,h

commute, they have the same Denjoy-Wolff point, a, and h'(a) = f'(a)g'(a). We

claim h'(a) # 0. If \a\= 1, this is true because h(D) C D.lf\a\<\ then h'(a) = 0

implies g'(a) = 0 and, by Case 1 above applied to g, f'(a) = 0. Since/'(a) ^ 0 by

hypothesis, we conclude h'(a) i= 0.

By Theorem A, we can find a fundamental set V for h on D so that h is univalent

on V and a domain 12 (the plane or the unit disk), a linear fractional transformation

$ mapping £2 onto £2, and a analytic in D with a(V) a fundamental set for O on £2

such that a ° h = $ ° a.

We claim o(f(V)) is a fundamental set for $ on 12 also. Indeed, since a(V) is a

fundamental set for $ on £2, if K is a compact subset of £2, there is an integer N so

that &n(K) C a(V) for n > N. If n > N, since a is univalent on V, we find that

g(o~\<frn(K))) is a compact subset of D, where for simplicity we write a"1 for the

inverse of a restricted to V. Now since V is a fundamental set for h on D, there is an

integer m large enough that hm(g(a'](^n(K)))) C V. But then

o(f(V))Do{f{hm(g(°-i(%(K))))))

^^m+]{o(^(^(K))))=^m+n+x(K).

That is, if p > N + m + 1, we have %(K) C a(f(V)), which means a(f(V)) is a

fundamental set for $ on £2.

Now

o(f(h(z)))=o(h(f(z)))=*(o(f(z))),

which means V, 12, $, and a ° f also satisfy the conclusion of Theorem A for h. The

uniqueness statement means that there is a linear fractional transformation rp of Q

onto £2 such that <p ° O ° <p_1 = O (that is, <jd and $ commute) and a ° / = <p o a. But

this means / is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup of h = f ° g. Analogously, we
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conclude that g is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup of h also, say a ° g = \p ° a,

where \p is a linear fractional transformation mapping £2 onto £2 and commuting with

<£>.

For the remainder of the proof we have the hypothesis 0 <\f'(a) |< 1. If a is in D,

V is a neighborhood of a, so there is a smaller neighborhood V C V that is a

fundamental set for/and/is univalent on V. Then a(V) is a neighborhood of a(a)

and, since 0 <|m'(a(a))| = |/'(a)|< 1, a(K) is fundamental form on £2. Now <p and \p

axe linear fractional transformations that commute with $, so they commute with

each other; that is, g is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup off.

If | a |= 1, since/'(a) < 1, for any compact set K in D, the sets fn(K) converge to a

inside a triangle with vertex at a [4, Lemma 2.2, p. 74]. Moreover, since h'(a) < 1

and V is a fundamental set for h, small triangles of arbitrarily large angle at a are

contained in V [4, Proposition 3.1, p. 76]. Thus for any compact set K in D, the set

fn(K) is in V for n large enough. We may construct V C Fas in [4, Proposition 3.1,

p. 76] so that Fis a fundamental set for /on D and/in univalent on V.

We claim a(V) is a fundamental set for tp on £2. Since <p and $ commute and have

<p'(o(a)) — f'(a) < 1 and <&'(a(a)) = h'(a) < 1, <p and $ have the same fundamen-

tal sets, in particular, a(F) is a fundamental set for rp on £2. Therefore if K is

compact in £2, there is n large enough that %(K) C a(V), which means a~\%(K))

is a compact subset of V (here again we write a"1 for the inverse a restricted to F).

Since Fis a fundamental set for/, there is an integer m so that fm(o~\%(K))) C F.

This means

o(V)Do{fm(o-\%(K)))) = 9m+n(K),

which says a(F) is a fundamental set for <p on £2. Again since the linear fractional

transformations tp and \p both commute with $, they commute with each other, and

g is in the local iteration semigroup of/.    □

The difficulty in the case f'(a) = 1 occurs in the transition from a fundamental set

for $ on £2 to a fundamental set for <p on £2. It will be clear from the examples of the

next section that this is not merely an artifact of the proof.

The following corollary strengthens the tie with Proposition 2.1.

Corollary 3.2. If 0 <\f'(a)\< 1 ar>d f commutes with f„°g for some positive

integer n, then g is in the pseudo-iteration semigroup off.

Proof. From the above theorems, there is a linear fractional transformation \p~ that

commutes with $ such that a ° fn ° g = \p ° o. This means $n°o-°g = i/>°aso that

a ° g = \p o a where \p = O^1 ° \p.    □

4. Consequences, examples, and conjectures. While in practical examples, Theorem

3.1 does not usually allow one to write down all functions g that commute with/, the

theorem does permit qualitative conclusions to be drawn about them. In this section

we prove several corollaries and give examples to show the scope of the conclusions.

The examples reinforce the feeling that the nature of the set of functions commuting

with a given function is inextricably linked to the nature of the intertwining function

a. As in previous sections the functions/, g, etc. are nonconstant analytic mappings

of 77 into D, not automorphisms of D. The Denjoy-Wolff point of/will be called a.
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Behan [3, Theorem 6, p. 116] and Shields [16, Theorem 1, p. 706] proved that

commuting functions have the same Denjoy-Wolff point. The following relates the

values of their derivatives there.

Corollary 4.1. Let f and g, as above, commute.

(l)Iff'(a) = 0theng'(a) = 0.

(2)IfO<\f'(a)\<lthenO<\g'(a)\<\.

(3) Iff'(a) = 1 then g'(a) = 1.

Proof. (1) If f'(a) = 0, without loss of generality/(z) = azk + ■ ■ •, where a i= 0

and k > 2. We have seen that this means g(z) = a~\X[a(z)]m) in a small disk with

center zero, where a is a solution of Boucher's equation for / univalent near zero.

Now m = 0 and m — 1 are excluded because g is nonconstant and not an automor-

phism of 77 and m > 2 implies g'(0) = 0.

(2) If 0 <|/'(a) |< 1 we have seen that the data V, ct, and £2 of Theorem A applied

to / and g are the same and that the linear fractional transformations tp and \p

associated with / and g, respectively, commute. Since \(p'(a(a))\ = \f'(a)\< 1, the

linear fractional transformation tp has two fixed points in the sphere, which means \p

does also. Since a(V) is a fundamental set for \p on £2, we find 0 <\\p'(o(a))\< 1.

which is our conclusion (since g'(a) — \p'(o(a))).

(3) If g'(a) ¥= 1 then |g'(a)|< 1 because a is the Denjoy-Wolff point of g.

Applying (1) or (2) to g we conclude/'(a) ¥=■ 1.    □

Corollary 4.2. Let /, g,, g2 be as above and suppose g, and g2 commute with f. If

0 <\f'(a)\< 1 or if f(z) = az2 + ■ ■ ■, where a ^ 0, then g, and g2 commute with

each other.

Proof. If 0 <\f'(a)\< 1, we have seen f = a1 ° <p ° a, g, = ct"1 ° t/>, ° ct, and

g2 = a"' ° \p2 o a on a set V fundamental for each off, g,, and g2, where <p, \px, and

\p2 axe linear fractional transformations such that \px and \p2 each commute with cp.

But this means \px and \p2 commute with each other, which implies g, and g2

commute. If f(z) = az2 + • ■ •, we have seen that f(z) = a~\[a(z)]2), gy(z) =

o~l([o(z)]m<), and g2(z) = a~\[a(z)]m2) in some disk with center zero (since k = 2,

the case A = 1 is the only possibility). It is easy to verify that g, and g2 commute.

□

A trivial example shows the conclusion need not hold if f(z) = azk + ■■■, where

k > 2, and a more interesting example shows it need not hold if f'(a) = 1.

Example 4.3. Let/(z) = z3, gx(z) = z4 and g2(z) = -z5. It is easily verified that

g, and g2 each commute with/but not with each other.

Example 4.4. Let 77 = {z: lm z > 0}. Let A = {z: lm z > 1} U (z: Re z > 0 and

0 < lm z < 1}. Let 77 = 77\ [n + ri: n an integer, 0 < r < 1}. Let it be the Rie-

mann map of 77 onto 77 so that 7r(0) = /, 77(1) = 1 + / and 77(00) = oo. The

uniqueness of the Riemann mapping shows that m(z + 1) = tt(z) + 1. Let xx and x2

be the points such that tt(xx) = tr(x2) = 1, named so that x, < 1 < x2. Let a be a

Riemann mapping of D onto A such that a(l) = oo, and let ct = m ° a.
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Now let

/(z) = ct-'(ct(z) + I) = 6-\&(z) + 1),

gy(z) = ct"'(ct(z) + 5),   whereo = x2 — xx,

and

g2(z) = a-\a(z) + Mi),

where M is a positive number large enough that g2 is defined on all of D, that is,

M > sup{lmtT(s + i): 0 < s < 1}. It follows from [4, §3] that 1 is the Denjoy-Wolff

point of /, g, and g2, and f'(\) = g'x(l) = g2(l) = 1. Clearly, g, and g2 each

commute with /. To see that g, and g2 do not commute with each other, let

z, = a~](Xy) and z2 = ct^'(x2). Now

gxUx) = <*~'(xi + S) = ct"'(x2) = z2,

so

ftU.^i)) = 82(22) = ff"'(l + M/) = gjf^,),

but g,(g2(2,)) ^ g2(2,) because 1 is the only fixed point of g, in 77.

Definition. If h is a bounded analytic function on 77, let

\\h\\= sup{\h(z)\:z Gfl}.

Corollary 4.5. Iff, as above, has \\f\\ < 1 then there are infinitely many functions

besides the natural iterates off that commute with f.

Proof. The hypothesis ||/|| < 1 implies a is in D. If/'(«) = 0 and f(z) = azk

+ ■ ■ •, where a ¥= 0 and k>2, let ct be a solution of a ° f= ak that is analytic and

univalent in a neighborhood of zero. By Corollary 3 of [5] there is an integer m so

that t = a"' has a single-valued extension to all of D. Now the identity t ° / = t*

holds and, by Schwarz's lemma, we find that for any f in 377,

lim sup |r(rf)|* = lim sup |r(/(rj))|< \\f\\,
r->l~ r->\-

so that ||t|| < 1. This means there is an N so that for n > N, the disk on which ct"1 is

univalent contains the set t"(D), so that the function

g(z)=CT^([T(z)r)=CT-'([CT(z)r)

is defined on all of D and commutes with/. The natural iterates of/have the form

fj(z) = o~i([o(z)]kJ) so there are infinitely many functions g of the above form that

are not natural iterates off.

If f'(a) # 0, then by Theorem 3.3 of [4, p. 81] we may, in Theorem A, taken

£2 = C and $(z) = sz, where.? = f'(a). The functional equation ct ° / = so implies

MI*£kf'sup{|o-(z)|: \z\<\\f\\) <cc.

Since a is bounded and ct(F) is a neighborhood of zero, there is e > 0 so that if

|/|<e then ta(D) C a(V). Since ct is univalent on V, if |/|<e, the function

g(z) = a~\ta(z)) is defined on all of D and commutes with /. Since the natural
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iterates of/ have the form /(z) = a'l(sJa(z)), there are infinitely many g of the

above form that are not natural iterates off.    □

Example 4.6. If ||/|| = 1 it is possible that the only functions that commute with/

are its natural iterates. Let

A = 77U (z:Imz>0}\{2" + «:0<5< 1; n = 0,1,2,...}.

Let ct be a Riemann map of 77 onto A with ct(0) = 0 and ct(1) = oo, and let

f(z) = a~\{a(z)). Thus,/is an analytic map of D into D with Denjoy-Wolff point

0,/'(0) = 2" and/(l) = 1. Now by Theorem 3.1, a function g commutes with /only if

g(z) = ct"'(ict(z)), where |/|< 1. Clearly, such a function has an analytic extension

mapping D into D if and only if fA C A, which happens if and only if t = 2~",

n — 1,2,3,.... Thus the only functions commuting with/are its natural iterates.

Corollary 4.7. Iffandg, as above, commute and ||/|| < 1 then for some integer n,

II&II<1-

Proof. In the proof of Corollary 4.5, we saw that ||/|| < 1 implies ||CTm|| < 1 when

f'(a) = 0 and ||ct|| < oo when f'(a) ¥= 0. These inequalities show that for any o > 0,

there is n large enough that \\a ° g„\\ < 8. This means that given any neighborhood U

of a, there is n large enough that g„(77) C U. In particular, for n large enough,

IIU<tO+M)<i.   □
Example 4.8. It is not true that ||/|| < 1 implies every g commuting with / has

||g|| < 1: the function

f(z) = \z + \    (with 11/11 = i)

commutes with

g(z) = -{z+\    (with||g|| = l).

Corollary 4.9. Suppose f and g, as above, commute and \f'(a)\< 1. Then f is

univalent on D if and only if g is univalent on 77.

Proof. If either /or g is univalent on 77, since \f'(a)\< 1, Corollary 4.1 implies

0 <\f'(a)\< 1 and 0 <\g'(a)\< 1. We have seen that this means the data a and £2 of

Theorem A are the same for/and g. By §3 of [4], /is univalent on D if and only if a

is univalent on D if and only if g is univalent on D.    □

Example 4.10. It is possible, when f'(a) — 1, for/to be univalent, but not g. As in

Example 4.4, let 77 = {z: lm z > 0} and

A = (z: Imz > 1} U {z: Rez > 0 and 0 < lm z =s l}.

Let

Gx — (z: lm z > 1} U {z: 0 < lm z < 1 and Rez is not an integer}

U [x + i: n < x < n + {, some integer n),

and let G2 = [z: z + { £ C7,}. Let S be the Riemann surface obtained by identify-

ing the points of G, and (72 whose imaginary parts are greater than 1, and let v be

the projection of S onto C7, U G2. Then S is a simply connected Riemann surface

and for f in S, v~\v(l)) is two points if 0 < lm v(l) < 1 and 2 Re p(£) is not an
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integer, and one point otherwise. Let it be the Riemann map of 77 onto S such that

77(00) = 00,       77(0) =   lim »_1((1 + e)i)    and   77(1) =   lim v~\l + (1 + e)i).
f-0+ E^o +

The uniqueness of the Riemann mapping shows that w(z + 1) = ir(z) + 1 (the

right-hand side is the obvious abuse of notation). Let ct be a Riemann mapping of D

onto A such that ct(1) = 00 and let a = tt ° ct. Now let f(z) = o~\o(z) + 1) =

ct~'(ct(z) + 1) and g(z) — 6~\a(z) + Mi), where M is a positive number large

enough that g is defined on all of 77, that is, M > sup{Im v(tt(s + /')): 0 < 5 =£ 1}. It

follows from [4, §3] that 1 is the Denjoy-Wolff point of / and g and f'(\) = g'(l)

= 1. Clearly / and g commute and / is univalent. However, g is not univalent:

a~x(v~\\ + \i)) consists of two points whose images under g are the same.

Shields [16] and Behan [3] show that if/and g commute then they have a common

fixed point, namely, their Denjoy-Wolff point. If/has other fixed points, must they

also be shared by g? The general answer is no as we shall see in Examples 4.12 and

4.13. On the other hand, since/and g are so closely related, it seems likely that only

a few possibilities could occur. Theorem 5.2 of [4, p. 92] shows that the fixed point

sets of members of a continuous semigroup are the same. Since, under certain

conditions, this is the set of all functions commuting with a given function, this is a

result of the type we are considering. There is considerable difficulty, though, in

going from the continuous semigroup case to the discrete semigroup case. The

following weak result concerning the case when / has exactly two fixed points can be

proved.

Corollary 4.11. Suppose 0 <\f'(a)\< L /' is continuous on D, and b is a fixed

point of f on 37) such that f(D)\{a, b) C 77. If g commutes with f, then b is a fixed

point of g also.

Proof. In Theorem A we may take o(a) = 0, <E>(z) = f'(a)z and £2 = C or

£2 = (z: Re z > 0} according as | a |< 1 or | a |= 1 [4, §3]. By Theorem 3.1,

a(g(z)) = g'(a)a(z)    and    a(f(g(z))) = f'(a)g'(a)a(z).

By Theorem 3.8 [4,p. 87], Umr^r a(rb) = 00 so limr^,- o(f(g(rb))) = 00. Now if

lim,.^,- g(rb) ¥= b there is B ¥= b and a sequence Vj -> 1 so that limy^00g(/-y77) = B.

This would mean

Km f(g(rjb)) = f(B) <= D U {a},
7'->oo

so hmj^aoa(f(g(rjb))) ¥= 00. Thus limr^,- g(rb) = b, and b is a fixed point of g.

□

Example 4.12. The conclusion of Corollary 4.11 may be false if we allow

f'(a) = 1. Let

G — {x + iy: 0 < x < tt or 577/2 < x < Ztt andy < cot x)

U [x + iy: 2m < x *£ 577/2 andy < tan(x — 77/2)}

and let A = (z: Re z > 0 and z £ G). Let ct be a Riemann map of 77 onto A with

lim o~'(jc) = 1    and      lim g~'   — + iy\ = -1.
x->oo y-*-oa        \   *• I
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Let/(z) = o-\o(z) + i) and g(z) = a'\a(z) + 2tt). Then 1 is the Denjoy-Wolff

point of/and g,f'(l) = g'(l) = 1> and -1 is a fixed point of/as in the hypothesis of

Corollary 4.11. On the other hand, even though/and g commute, 1 is the only fixed

point of g in D.

Example 4.13. The conclusion may also be false if we allow two fixed points on

377 and have a in 77. Let G, = [x + iy: \y\<x - 1}, G2 = {z: -\z E Gx), and

A = C\(G, U C72). Let ct be a Riemann map of D onto A such that ct(0) = 0, let

f(z) = o-[(±o(z)) and g(z) = a'l(- {a(z)). Then 0 is the Denjoy-Wolff point off

and g, and a~'(/'oo) and ct-,(-/oo) are fixed points of / as in the hypothesis of

Corollary 4.11. On the other hand, even though/and g commute, 0 is the only fixed

point of g. (It might be noted that g° g has the same fixed points as/.)

These examples and geometric intuition suggest several conjectures concerning

fixed points of commuting functions.

Conjecture 1. If | a |= 1 and f'(a) < 1 then every g that commutes with/has the

same fixed point set as /. (This is the discrete analogue of the continuous semigroup

theorem in this case.)

Conjecture 2. Uf'(a) =£ 0, and/and g are commuting functions with two fixed

points in common, then the fixed point sets of / and g are the same.

Conjecture 3. If |a|< 1 and |/'(a)|^= 0 then there is an integer n such that for

every g that commutes with /, the fixed point sets of / and g„ are the same.
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